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Abstract: Problem statement: The aphasia is one of human language and action related brain 
associative diseases. The mechanisms of the diseases and the brain association are still unclear. In this 
study, we proposed our models of the neuronal signal processes, in a view of BioInforPhysics, to 
understand the mechanisms. Approach: Our models are based on today’s solidest Electromagnetic 
Fields (EMF) theoretic fundamentals: Maxwell EMF equations, Poynting theorem and vector, Lorentz 
law and other well known EMF principles, as well as published biomedical data. Methods cover the 
signal collections and analysis, correlations and synthesis; the correlations include functions 
derivatives as well as the functions. Results: (a) The signals have three attributes (or elements): the 
information, the energies and the matters; (b) the fields intensities are the Information Intensities (II), 
products of the II are the Information Response Intensities (IRI) of energies expressions, products of 
the II and the matters (charges) are the IRI of forces expressions; (c) the information can produce the 
new information; (d) the energies can carry or (and) transmit the information; (e) the matters (charges) 
can store and produce the information. The EMF information is not conservative in biological fluids 
because of the charges or the attenuation of the II. Our models in this study are the signals oriented and 
combine the information, the energies and the matters. Conclusion: Approximately, neurons work like 
microcomputers; the synapses work like signal input interfaces and perform the signal collections and 
analysis; the neuronal bodies work like microprocessors and execute the signal correlations and 
synthesis in parallel; DNA, RNA, proteins and other cellular components work like memories or 
circuits; the axons work like signal output interfaces and segregate the signal stream to other neurons. 
The all processes in the neurons and the nervous system are automatically completed by the natural 
laws. We intended to approach the natural laws with our models. 
 
Key words: Maxwell, poynting, lorentz, information, energy, matter, correlation, association, 

analysis, synthesis  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 The aphasia is one of human language and action 
related brain associative diseases, similar diseases 
include dyslexia, anomia, agraphia and dysgraphia 
(Purves, 2007; Crosson, 2008; Pulvermüller and 
Berthier, 2008; Conway et al., 2008; Henry et al., 2008; 
Rapcsak et al., 2009; Timothy et al., 2008). For more 
than 150 years neurologists, psychologists and linguists 
have been investigating language disorders caused by 
strokes and other diseases of the brain (Pulvermüller 
and Berthier, 2008). To study the mechanisms of the 
diseases and the brain association, many significant 
models have been proposed in views of neuroscience 
(Pineda, 2008), mathematics (computation) or physics 
(Deco et al., 2008; Brunel and Wang, 2001; Corchs and 
Deco, 2004; Chizhov and Graham, 2007; Harrison et al., 

2005). However, to our knowledge, the mechanisms are 
still unclear. 
 Maxwell EMF functions, Poynting theorem and 
vector, Lorentz law and other well known EMF theories 
have been successfully applied in various technologies 
and instrumentations, such as EEG, ECG. However, to 
our knowledge, all of the theories have not been used to 
develop models for neuronal signal processes with a 
combination of the information, the energies and the 
matters in a view of BioInfoPhysics. 
 Traditionally and currently, a correlation is 
described only with an integration of a product of two 
functions. As far as we know, function’s derivatives 
have not been considered for any correlation.  
 In one (Cheng and Zou, 2007) of our previous 
studies, we modeled the memories, the transmission 
and the recognition of neuronal signals. In another one 
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(Cheng and Zou, 2006) of our previous studies, we 
modeled DNA recognition of DNA synthesis and 
proposed concepts of Information Intensity (II), 
Information Response Intensity (IRI) and Information 
Flux (IF).  
 In this study, we develop, propose and summarize 
our models of neuronal signal processes with a 
combination of the information, the energies and the 
matters in a view of BioInforPhysics. We believe our 
models will be helpful to understand the feeling, the 
associating, the thinking and the learning as well as the 
mechanisms of the human brain associative diseases. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 Based on published biomedical data (Purves, 2007; 
Timothy et al., 2008), we believe most behaviors of 
brains and neurons are dependent on distributions and 
activities of the EMF and charges. We think Maxwell 
EMF equations, Poynting theorem and vector, Lorentz 
law and other well known EMF theories are today’s 
solidest fundamentals to develop our models for the 
distributions and the activities. In this study, we study 
the distributions and the activities at levels of a neuron 
and a cortex. We assume: A brain association cortex has 
totally I neurons, the ith neuron has distributions of the 
Electric Field (EF) intensity Ei, the Magnetic Field 
(MF) intensity Hi, the Charge Density (CD) ρi and the 
velocity vi of ρi; Ei, Hi, ρi and vi are functions of spatial 
coordinates x, y, z and temporal coordinate t; Ei, Hi and 
vi are victors and ρi is a scalar. ε, µ and σ are 
respectively permittivity, permeability and conductivity 
of the neuronal fluid and they are assumed to be quasi  
homogenous constants to simplify our models. 
Therefore, one of Maxwell EMF equations about the 
EF, the permittivity and the CD in a point form is: 
 
ε∇●Ei = ρi (1) 
 
Where: 
∇ = Nabla operator  
● = Scalar product 
 
 Equation 1 means the CD is a flux source of the EF 
and the EF is not conservative in biological fluids 
because ρi ≠ 0 strictly. An equation (derived from 
Maxwell EMF equations) about the conductive EF, the 
conductivity and the CD in a point form is: 
 

i iE
t

∂σ∇ • = − ρ
∂

 (2) 

 
 Equation 2 means that the temporal changing CD is 
a flux source of the conductive EF and the charges are 

conservative. One of Maxwell EMF equations about the 
MF and the permeability in a point form is: 
 
µ∇•Hi = 0 (3) 
 
 Equation 3 means the MF doesn’t have any 
magnetic flux source. 
 Lorentz law describes the EMF Forces (EMFF) and 
its point form is: 
 
EMFF = ρi (Ei+viXµHi) (4) 
 
where, X denotes a vector product. The EF Energy 
Density (EFED) and the MF Energy Density (MFED) 
are respectively: 
 
EFED = εEi•Ei/2 (5) 
 
and:  
 
MFED = µHi•Hi/2 (6) 
 
 Poynting vector represents the EMF Energy Flow 
Density (EMFEFD) and it is: 
 
EMFEFD = EiXH i (7) 
 
 For any volume V with a surface S in the neuron, 
the energy flow in or out of the volume is: 
 

i i i is v
(E XH )ds (E XH )dv= ∇ ⋅∫ ∫�  (8) 

 

 Equation 8 represents a Poynting theorem in a 
spatial integral form. Using a vectoring equation 
(Ramo et al., 1994), we obtain: 
 

i i i i i i(E H ) H ( E ) E ( H )∇ • Χ = • ∇Χ − • ∇Χ  (9) 

 
 Equation 9 represents a divergence or a flux source 
of the EMFEFD. One of Maxwell EMF equations is: 
 

i
i

H
E

t

∂∇Χ = −µ
∂

 (10) 

 
 Equation 10 means a temporal variable MF is a 
spatial curl source of an EF, i.e., a temporal changing 
MF produces a spatial curl EF. The complement of the 
Eq. 10 is another Maxwell EMF equation: 
 

i
i i

E
XH E

t

 ∂∇ = σ + ε ∂ 
 (11) 
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 Equation 11 means a conductive or a temporal 
variable EF is a spatial curl source of the MF, i.e., a 
conductive EF or a temporal changing EF produces a 
spatial curl MF. Equation 11 also implies the EMF 
intensities are not conservative because of the 
attenuation of the intensities in natural biological fluids. 
From Eq. 9-11, we obtain: 
 

i i
i i i i i i

E H
(E H ) E E E H

t t

∂ ∂∇ • Χ = −ε • − σ • − µ •
∂ ∂

 (12) 

 
 Equation 9 and 12 are Poynting theorem in a point 
form. The theorem means the conservation of EMF 
energy. 
 As that as our previous consideration (Cheng and 
Zou, 2006), we think a signal has three attributes (or 
elements): the information, the energies and the 
matters. We consider the fields intensities as the II, the 
interactions or the auto actions between the fields as the 
energies, the charges and the masses as the matters. We 
also consider the interactions of the fields as the IRI of 
energy expressions and the interactions between the 
fields and charges as the IRI of force expressions; the 
interactions or auto actions are mostly performed with a 
vector, a scalar or a multiplication product. Our 
methods are also based on published biomedical data. 
 

RESULTS 
 
 Figure 1 illustrates our human learning model. We 
assume in a higher order (e.g., Brock, Wernicke) 
association area with total I neurons: the ith neuron has 
a cellular EF II Ei,c, a cellular MF II Hi,c, a cellular CD 
ρi,c and a cellular velocity vi,c of ρi,c without any 
external signals. The neuron collects two external 
signals from sources a and b through its iM synapses. 
We use matrices to represent the collected and analyzed 
signals: 
 
[Ei,a] = [Ei,a,1 … Ei,a,m … Ei,a,iM] (13a) 
 
[H i,a] = [Hi,a,1 … Hi,a,m … Hi,a,iM] (13b) 
 
[ρi,a] = [ρi,a,1 …ρi,a,m …ρi,a,iM] (13c) 
 
[v i,a] = [vi,a,1 … vi,a,m … vi,a,iM] (13d) 
 
[Ei,b] = [Ei,b,1 … Ei,b,m … Ei,b,iM] (14a) 
 
[H i,b] = [Hi,b,1 … Hi,b,m … Hi,b,iM] (14b) 
 
[ρi,b] = [ρi,b,1 …ρi,b,m …ρi,b,iM] (14c) 
 
[v i,b] = [vi,b,1 … vi,b,m … vi,b,iM] (14d) 

where, m is an index to denote the mth synapse, Ei,a,m, 
Ei,b,m, Hi,a,m, Hi,b,m, ρi,a,m, ρi,b,m, vi,a,m and vi,b,m denote 
respectively the EF II, the MF II, the CD and the 
velocities contributed by the external signals and 
through the mth synapse. Therefore, the synthesized 
distributions of EF II Ei, MF II Hi and CD ρi in the ith 
neuronal body are respectively: 
 

iM

i i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

E E (E E )= + +∑  (15a) 

 
iM

i i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

H H (H H )= + +∑  (15b) 

 
iM

i i,c i,a,m i,b,m
m

( )ρ = ρ + ρ + ρ∑  (15c) 

 
 Using Eq. 1, 15a and c, we obtain: 
 

 

iM

i,c i,a,m i,b,m i,c
m

iM

i,a,m i,b,m
m

[E (E E )]

( )

ε∇ • + + = ρ

+ ρ + ρ

∑

∑
 (16) 

 
 Equation 16 means the EF information has flux 
sources of charged matters. Using Eq. 2, 15a and c, we 
obtain: 
 

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a,m i,b,m
m

[E (E E )]

[ ( )]
t

σ∇ • + + =

∂− ρ + ρ + ρ
∂

∑

∑
 (17) 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Our human learning model, e.g., learn a word | 

sound “apple”. a, b, c and d are EMF signals. 
LTM: Long Term Memory; STM: Short Term 
Memory 
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 Equation 17 means a temporal changing CD is a 
flux source of the conductive EF information. The both 
Eq. 16 and 17 imply the EF information is not 
conservative in biological fluids because of the charges. 
But, the charge matters are conservative and they store 
and produce the EF information. Using Eq. 3 and 15b, 
we obtain: 
 

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

[H (H H )] 0∇ • + + =∑  (18) 

 
 Equation 18 means there is not any magnetic flux 
source for the MF information. Using Eq. 4 (Lorentz 
law), 15a and b, we obtain EMF forces of the cellular 
ρi,c: 
 

i,c i i,c i i,c i,c i,c i,c

iM

i,c i,a,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a,m i,b,m
m

(E v X H ) (E v X H )

[ (E E )

v X (H H )]

ρ + µ = ρ + µ

+ ρ +

+ µ +

∑

∑

 (19) 

 
 Equation 19 means interactions between the 
charges matters and the fields (EF and MF) 
information. At right side of the equation, the first term 
denotes interactions between the neuronal charges and 
the neuronal fields. The second term denotes 
interactions between the neuronal charges and the 
externally produced fields. These interactions are IRI of 
forces expressions (Cheng and Zou, 2006). 
 Using equations 5 and 6, 15a and b, we obtain 
respectively: 
 

 

iM

i i i,c i,c i,c i,a ,m
m

iM iM iM

i,c i,b,m i,a,m i,a ,n
m m n

iM iM iM iM

i,a,m i,b,n i,b,m i,b,n
m n m n

E E [E E 2 E E
2 2

2 E E E E

2 E E E E ]

ε ε• = • + •

+ • + •

+ • + •

∑

∑ ∑∑

∑∑ ∑∑

 (20) 

 
iM

i i i,c i,c i,c i,a ,m
m

iM iM iM

i,c i,b,m i,a,m i,a ,n
m m n

iM iM iM iM

i,a,m i,b,n i,b,m i,b,n
m n m n

H H [H H 2 H H
2 2

2 H H H H

2 H H H H ]

µ µ• = • + •

+ • + • +

• + •

∑

∑ ∑∑

∑∑ ∑∑

 (21) 

 
where, n is an index to denote nth synapse. The both 
equations represent the information correlations as well 
as the IRI of the static energy expressions (Cheng and 

Zou, 2006) in a point form and mean energies carry the 
information. We define all terms at right side of Eq. 20 
as the auto or cross correlations of the EF information; 
the cross correlations are interactions of the fields and 
the auto correlations are auto actions of the fields; e.g., 
the first term is the neuronal auto correlation; the 
second and the third terms are the auto or function cross 
correlations between the neuron and the externals if 
they have the same motifs or not; the fourth and the last 
terms are the external auto correlations, the fifth term is 
the auto or the function cross correlation between the 
two externals if they have the same motifs or not. We 
also define the first, the fourth and the last terms as the 
isogenous because the information comes from the 
same source, other terms as the heterogenetic because 
the information comes from different sources, an iso-
synapse product for the expanded items with m = n 
because the information comes from the same synapses. 
 In the same way to define the terms in Eq. 20, we 
define the terms in Eq. 21, but they are magnetic and 
involve the permeability. Using Eq. 10, 15a and b, we 
obtain: 
 

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

[E (E E )]

[H (H H )]
t

∇Χ + + =

∂−µ + +
∂

∑

∑
 (22) 

 
 Equation 22 means, the temporal variable MF 
information is a spatial curl source of the EF 
information, i.e., the temporal variable MF information 
produces the new spatial curl EF information. Using 
Eq. 11, 15a and b, we obtain: 
 

iM iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m i,c i,a ,m
m m

iM

i,b,m i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

[H (H H )] [E (E

E )] [E (E E )]
t

∇Χ + + = σ +

∂+ + ε + +
∂

∑ ∑

∑
 (23) 

 
 Equation 23 means the conductive or the temporal 
variable EF information is a spatial curl source of the 
MF information, i.e., the conductive or the temporal 
variable EF information produces the new spatial curl 
MF information. Equation 23 also implies the EMF II is 
not conservative because of the attenuation of the EMF 
II in biological fluids. Using Eq. 7, 15a and b, we 
obtain  Eq. 24.  We  define  all  terms at right side of 
Eq. 24 as the fields cross correlations of information 
between the EF and the MF. The equation represents 
the IRI of the dynamic energies expressions and means 
the EMFEFD is equivalent to a sum of the information 
correlations and the energies carry and transmit the 
information: 
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iM iM

i i i,c i,c i,c i,a,m i,c i,b,m
m m

iM iM

i,a,m i,c i,b,m i,c
m m

iM iM iM iM

i,a,m i,a,n i,a ,m i,b,n
m n m n

iM iM iM iM

i,b,m i,a,n i,b,m i,b,n
m n m n

E XH E XH E XH E XH

E XH E XH

(E XH ) (E XH )

(E XH ) (E XH )

= + +

+ +

+ +

+ +

∑ ∑

∑ ∑

∑∑ ∑∑

∑∑ ∑∑

 (24) 

 
Using Eq. 12, 15a and b, we obtain: 
 

iM

i i i,c i,a,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a,m i,b,m
m

iM

i,c i,a ,m i,b,m
m

(E H ) [E (E E )]

[E (E E )]
t

[E (E E )]

[E (E E )]

[H (H H )]

[H (H H )]
t

∇ • Χ = −ε + +

∂• + +
∂

− σ + +

• + +

− µ + +

∂• + +
∂

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

 (25) 

 The Eq. 25 represents the IRI of the dynamic 
energies expressions in a point form too and means to 
exam the divergence or the flux source of the EMFEFD 
is equivalent to sum the correlations of the EMF 
information. The first and the third terms at the right of 
Eq. 25 respectively represent the EF and the MF 
information correlations and the energy 
transformations. We define all of the expanded terms 
from the first and the third terms in Eq. 25 as temporal 
derivatives cross correlations between the 0 order of the 
derivative and the first order of the derivative, of the 
information function. 
 The second term at the right of Eq. 25 represents 
the information correlations as well as the conductive 
energy dissipation. For the expanded terms from the 
second term, the definitions of correlations are the same 
or similar to that for Eq. 20. The definitions and 
meanings of the isogenous, the heterogenetic and the 
iso-synapse product for the Eq. 24 and 25 are the same 
as that of the Eq. 20. 
 Using Eq. 8 and 25, we can obtain an integral form 
of information correlations in a spatial domain. In a 
similar way, we can obtain that in a temporal domain 
(Table 1). To completely summarize our models, two 
more neuronal signal processes based on other two Maxwell 
EMF equations are listed at the end of the Table 1.  

 
Table 1: Neuronal EMF signal processes with a combination of the information, the energies and the matters. The matters are photos. Meanings 

of m and n are the same as that in the text 
Equation of signal process Information characteristic Energy characteristic 
E = [E1, E2, …, Em, …, EM] EF information analysis 
H = [H1, H2, …, Hm, …, HM] MF information analysis 

mE E=∑  EF information synthesis 

mH H=∑  MF information synthesis  

m n( E ) ( E ) / 2ε •∑ ∑  function correlations of EF and EF Energy volume density 

m n( H ) ( H ) / 2µ •∑ ∑  Function correlations of MF and MF. Energy volume density 

m mX E H
t

∂∇ = −µ
∂∑ ∑  Temporal changing MF information produces  

 new spatial curl EF information. 

m m

m

X H E

E
t

∇ = σ

∂+ ε
∂

∑ ∑

∑
 Conductive or temporal variable EF information produces 

 new spatial curl MF information. 

m m( E )X( H )∑ ∑  Fields cross correlations of EF and MF. Energy flow density 

m m[( E )X( H )]∇ • ∑ ∑  Temporal derivative cross correlations of 0 and 1,  

 or 0 and 0 orders and EF and EF or MF and MF. Energy conservation, point form  

m m( E )X( H )dt∇ • ∑ ∑∫  The same as the above. Energy conservation, temporal integral form 

m m( E )X( H )dv∇ • ∑ ∑∫             The same as the above. Energy conservation, spatial integral form 

mE /∇ • = ρ ε∑  Divergence or flux source of EF information. 

mH 0∇ • =∑  For MF information, flush in = flush out 
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For an association cortex area with I neurons, there are 
I neuronal bodies to process the signals in parallel and 
there are sum (iM) of synapses, where i is from 1 to I, 
to input the signals. 
 Another important result is to output the signals. 
The output ports are axons usually (Purves, 2007). The 
forces or the energies of the EMF open channels at an 
axon hillock and segregate the signal streams to other 
neurons if the forces or the energies are beyond the 
threshold values. We define an effective output of the 
EMFEFD as Ei,jXH i,j for output port j of neuron i, the 
fields intensities Ei,j and Hi,j are the correspondent II of 
EF and MF respectively. We assume there are totally iJ 
output ports for the neuron i and define the matrices of 
the global output II as: 
  
[E i] = [Ei,1 … Ei,j … Ei,iJ] (26) 
 
[H i] = [Hi,1 … Hi,j … Hi,iJ] (27) 
 
 A matrix of a global effective output of EMFEFD 
is defined as: 
 
[E iXH i] = [Ei,1XH i,1 … Ei,jXH i,j … Ei.iJXH i,iJ] (28) 
 
 The matrices of II output for the cortex are: 
 
[E] = [[E1] … [Ei] … [EI]] (29) 
 
[H] = [[H 1] … [H i] … [H I]] (30) 
 
 The matrix of the cortical effective output of 
EMFEFD is defined as: 
  
[EXH] = [[E1XH1] … [EiXH i]

 … [EIXH I]
 ] (31) 

 
 Equations 28 and 31 are the IRI of dynamic 
energies expressions. 
 Maxwell EMF equations are the fields sources 
oriented and illustrate the fields’ variation. Poynting 
theorem and vector are the fields energies oriented and 
elucidate the energies conservation. Lorentz law is the 
fields forces oriented and determines the moving path. 
Our models in this study are the signals oriented and 
combine the three attributes (or elements) of the 
information, the energies and the matters. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
 The EMF signal attributes (or elements) and 
relationships of the information, the energies and the 
matters could be suitable to the Gravitational Field (GF) 
too. But, the matter is the mass, the II and the IRI are 
about the GF. To estimate the Gravitational Field (GF) 
role, we define a Gravitational Field Flux Density 
(GFFD): 

GFFD = GFI/G (32) 
 
where, GFI and G are the well known GF Intensity 
(GFI) and gravitation constant respectively. A GF Flux 
(GFF) is (Cheng and Zou, 2006): 
 
GFF GFFD ds= •∫  (33) 

 
 Based on Gauss law, a vectoring equation and a 
derivation method of EFED (Ramo et al., 1994), we 
propose a formula of Gravitational Field Energy 
Density (GFED), GFED = GFI•GFFD. Using the 
formula and published data (Purves, 2007; Ramo et al., 
1994), our estimation shows the GFED produced by a 
neuron is about 1034 times weaker than the EFED 
around the membrane. Therefore, the GF role is ignored 
compared with that of the EF. Usually and naturally, the 
EF plays a major role, the MF plays a minor, in neurons 
(Cheng and Zou, 2007; Cheng and Zou, 2006). 
 Considering Newtonian mechanics, Einstein’s 
equation of matters and energies in the special relativity 
and the uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics, we 
generalize relationships of the information (intensities), 
the energies, the matters and other important concepts 
in physics, (Fig. 2), where we define an uncertain 
product   as   a   product   of   the    uncertain   principle. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Relationships of the information (intensities), the 

energies and the matters of the signals. h is 
Planck constant. The product means the vector, 
the scalar or the multiplication product. The 
uncertain product means the product of the 
uncertainty principle 
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The information, the energies and the matters are self 
producible. The matters store and produce the 
information. The energies carry or (and) transmit the 
information. The matters and the energies are 
conservative and equivalent. The products of the 
information produce energies. The products of the 
information and the matters produce the forces. 
 Though our models are developed with two 
external signals and for multipolar neurons, we believe 
the principles of our models are applicable to multiple 
signals and for the bipolar and the unipolar neurons too 
and it could be also suitable to the signal processes for 
other cells, where the roles of the synapses and axons 
could be replaced by that of other interfaces, such as 
membrane proteins. If the neurons in an association 
cortex are ill or damaged, or the signals can not be 
normally transmitted (input or output), the correlations 
can not be performed or completed. These problems 
could cause aphasia disease or other brain associative 
diseases. 
 We think, after a neuron receive the external 
signals, the cellular inherited or inner information,  
energies or matters interact with the acquired signals 
(Cheng and Zou, 2007); if the external signals are 
strong enough, repeat many t imes, or  induce  
resonances, the interactions could produce new cellular 
components. The new components could build new 
(association) memories and (electric) circuits that could 
play roles in the new neuronal signal processes. The 
new components could also change the distributions 
and the activities of the cellular Ei,c, Hi,c and ρi,c 
significantly. The new distributions and activities could 
relate the neuronal learning. 
 The second term in Eq. 19, the interaction between 
the neuronal charges and the externally produced fields, 
could involve the neuronal feeling and sensing, or the 
simple signal recognition when the external information 
is from the sensors (Cheng and Zou, 2007). The 
correlations in Eq. 20-25 could involve the neuronal 
association, thinking or complex signal cognition and 
recognition. 
 Our models imply, the isogenous auto correlations 
could relate to isogeneous associations, e.g., analysis 
and synthesis of an event (or object) self; the 
heterogenetic auto correlations could relate to 
heterogenetic auto associations, e.g., comparing the 
same or similar events (or objects) and the 
heterogenetic cross correlation could relate to 
heterogenetic cross associations, e.g., conditional 
responses (reflexes), complex events (or objects) 
associations. We believe all of the correlations could 
relate to the thinking. The cortical association area 
activities could involve multiple signals and multiple 

levels of neuronal correlations. The more neurons and 
the more synapses, the more complicated the 
associations. Our models also imply: 
 
• The released biological signals could help 

rehabilitation of patents 
• The embryonic and children development of 

neurons’ synapses could influence the development 
of the ability of association thinking or learning 

• EEG δ or α waves could relate to the inner signals 
and EEG β waves could relate to the external 
signals 

• Both low and high levels of association cortices 
could involve the working memories. The highest 
level of association cortices could make decisions 
by all of the neurons, (Eq. 31) 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
 Approximately, neurons work like 
microcomputers; the synapses work like signal input 
interfaces and perform the signal collections and 
analysis; the neuronal bodies work like microprocessors 
and execute the signal correlations and synthesis in 
parallel; DNA, RNA, proteins and other cellular 
components work like memories or circuits; the axons 
work like signal output interfaces and segregate the 
signal stream to other neurons. The all processes in the 
neurons and the nervous system are automatically 
completed by the natural laws. We intended to approach 
the natural laws with our models. 
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